TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
"Put Out More Flags", evacuees were quietly withdrawn from
circulation. Included in this first period were the humours of the
Black-out (lots about the Black-out) and Fifth Column scares (the
wrong man was suspected and then the real fellow was caught;
that was fun). The further humours of petrol-rationing and the
poignancy of hen-keeping, a scatter of through-the-looking-glass
incidents in the Home Guard, home-made shelters and home-anti-
invasion measures did not start till the second batch, which also
included the humours of War Weapons Week. The author could
approach her theme from the angle of the residents, proud of their
village though often exasperated by the villagers' stubborn adhesion
to character, hospitable towards evacuees of all kinds and classes,
brave and adaptable beyond all measure, as they certainly were in
truth when the strain came, the test, the jerk at the cord by air-raid
and bad news. Or the same formula could be used equally well
from the point of view of the sophisticated person who had never
lived in the country before, and who gratefully discovers for
herself the humanities that lie behind "quaint rusticity'5. Always
a love motif, of course, in the Village-in-Wartime book; but
these, though pleasant and moving, were but servants to the Love
of England motif on which they were built. Very little sob-stuff,
a little more snob-stuff, and perhaps rather too much amusing
dialogue . * . And here, more or less, was the story as I like it, as
you like it—if you like it > For months and months now, I have
not found a new one, and though I love "Cranford", it is not at
all the same thing-
Nevertheless, myself, by reasons of health and incendiary
bombs, banished to a village for the first three years of the war,
or rather to two villages, Brainbleford and Ruston Copthall, I still
think it odd that I never tired of reading the Village-in-Wartime
book. For these villages in Berks and Bucks, in Oxfordshire,
Warwickshire, Cambridgeshire, inland in Kent and Sussex and
Hampshire, these villages all over England are pungently individual
and yet curiously interchangeable. They represent, as I remarked
before over domestic animals, universal life reduced to a scale
where it is easy to see what is going on and what it is all about.
This is especially true of war; take the smallest quarrel in a
fiamly or between friends or in village politics, and watch your
local casm belli swell out and expand till it covers the world, the
Atlantic and the Pacific, the Arctic and the Mediterranean; then,
if k interests you and jidps you to realize why wars happen, let it
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